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Yes, it is best to sleep in total darkness, but no one will judge you if you need a little night light in (or near) your bedroom. Whether you're worried about drooling your finger on the way to the bathroom, getting up to bed without disturbing your already dormant partner or legitimate fear of the dark, there are many perfectly good reasons for the night light. But
because we know that too much light, or the wrong kind of light, can negatively affect your sleep and your body's ability to produce melatonin, it's important to get the right nigh tlight. With so many options to choose from, it can be difficult to narrow the field. We do some of the work for you, below, with our picks for some of the best night lights for your needs.
Best night light picksLooking for more information? Read on to see why each of these night lights landed on our list of the best choices! Top Picks DetailedBest Night Light for Kids: Boon Glo Night Light.Many night lights are designed with children in mind, but we chose this one partly because its modern design does something your child doesn't have to grow
out of. Funky, sculptural light can be programmed to shine in a number of colors, and interchangeable GLO beads emit a gentle green light for up to 30 minutes if removed from the base while still remaining cool to the touch - perfect for reading under the covers or a late-night bathroom break. Boon Glo Night LightBest Infant/Baby Night Light: Project Nursery
Lion Sound Machine with Nightlight.This adorable lion can sit on any flat surface in your baby's room and is powered by four AAA batteries or included A/C adapter. Leona's night light provides enough lighting for a late-night diaper change or check-in, and its mushroom functions as a speaker, through which a selection of songs or gentle white noise can be
played. The controls are hidden on the back of the light for a more aesthetically pleasing look (and to make small hands inadvertently change any settings) and include a sleep timer that can be set to 15, 30, 45 or 60 minutes. The Lion Sound Machine Nursery project with nightlight from the front night light for the elderly: Mr. Beams MB723 Stick-Anywhere
Night Light.It can be dangerous for anyone to walk in the dark, but age-related vision and mobility issues make it particularly dangerous for the elderly. Light is a safety issue, but turning on all the lights for a trip to the bathroom or kitchen is not ideal. These battery-powered AA LED lights can cling to almost any flat surface and turn on only when they detect
movement. Put them on the stairs, along your hallway, and on bumps or strange corners to avoid pricked fingers and dangerous falls. Mr. Beams MB723 Stick-Anywhere Night LightBest Night Reading Light: SomniLight Rechargeable Amber Book Light.If you've ever This bedtime reading sometimes makes you feel more awake, it could be due to the light
you use to read. Many lamps and book lights have bright bluish-white bulbs, presumably to provide as much light as possible. But this kind of light can also negatively affect your sleep cycle. This orange, double-armed, clip-on lamp will illuminate your book (or unlit e-reader), but it won't confuse your melatonin production. You may find that you read fewer
pages, but that makes you sleep better. SomniLight Rechargeable Amber Book LightBest Night Light for Corridors: iAvo Soft Red Glow LED Night Light. It's late. You've turned your phone down and are doing your best to avoid bright lights to make it easier for yourself to sleep. But you still have to get to your bedroom without tripping up the stairs or tripping
over a dog. This low profile plug-in light will take you to your room with a gentle red glow that won't stimulate your brain into a state of alertness, so you can fall asleep faster. GRDE Wall Mount charger with LED night light from dusk until dawn LED night light With automatic shutdown: GRDE Wall Mount charger with LED night light from dusk until dawn. One
of the biggest problems with night lights is that they usually require a socket that might be needed for something else. The GRDE Wall Mount Charger has two AC sockets and one USB port on each side, plus the slot at the top gives you a place to support your phone while it's turned on. Even better: the light sensor from dusk until dawn means that the light
turns off when the sun comes up (or other lights are on in the room), so you'll never have to worry about remembering to turn it off in the morning. GRDE Wall Mount Ice Night Light Charger From Dusk Till Dawn LED Night Light for bedroom: Windsor Seasons Handmade Natural Crystal Himalayan Salt Lamp with Neem Wood Base.Benefits of Himalayan Salt
Lamps there are many: they can help detoxify the air around them (which in turn can alleviate asthma symptoms and allergies), release negative ions (which among other things can increase seratonin and help treat seasonal affective disorder) , and reduce electromagnetic radiation and static electricity. In addition, their gentle amber glow helps light up the
room, but it will not adversely affect sleep - in fact, they can be completely comforting while you float. The Windsor Seasons lamp we've chosen here is small enough to fit on a bedside table or the end table, but sturdy enough that you probably won't have to worry about knocking it down, and it comes equipped with a silencer so you can control exactly how
much light filters through the Windsor Seasons salt Handmade natural crystal Himalayan salt lamp with Neem Wood BaseBest night care light : Born Free Nighty Night Nursing Light.Of all of the wonderful and wonderful things things babies, perhaps the most wonderful and amazing of all is that they can eat and sleep at the same time. But parents need to
make sure everything is ok, and turning on the lights to ensure their babies are properly hooked could wake the little one to the point where no one will get any sleep now. This palm-sized light is bright enough for you to see, but not wake up, your baby and buckles on you so you can keep both hands free. As a bonus, Nighty Night Nursing Light has a built-in
vibration-based alarm so you can track feeding times (or wake up if you accidentally fall asleep in care). Night Care Light Born Free Night Care: AmerTac 73092CC LED Motion-Activated Nite Lite. Night lights can be ugly, but AmerTac's motion-sensitive light has an elegant decorative look that won't stand out (or stand too far from the wall), regardless of your
décor. With more than 1,200 five-star reviews on Amazon, this popular plug-in turns on when it detects movement of up to 25 feet and turns off after a minute, meaning it's only turned on when you need it - and a long-lasting LED bulb means you'll never have to worry about the light letting you down. AmerTac 73092CC LED Motion-Activated Nite LiteBest
Bathroom Night Light: Witshine Rechargeable 16-Color TOILET Night Light.You may be able to reach the bathroom in the dark, but once inside, can you do what you need to do without turning on the lights? Witshine's punjivo and waterproof night light shines in 16 colors and illuminates the most important part of your bathroom for these late-night
excursions: the toilet. Aim confidently without waking up too much with the bright lights of the bathroom. Witshine Rechargeable 16-color toilet night light for insignificant night light for poop training: Claessens' Kids Kid'sleep My Lantern Portable Night Light.This bunny-bedecked bedside light glows in multiple colors and can play stifest sounds to lull your child
to sleep. But more importantly, the light can be easily detached from the base and used as a lamp to direct your little one to the bathroom in confidence, for no apparent reason to be afraid of the dark (or wake mom and dad). The Claessens' Kids Kid'sleep My Lantern Portable Night LightWho afraid of the dark? Definitely not you, with one of these useful
night lights. Choose the one that best suits your needs and say goodbye to your forever pricked fingers and night terrors. Get the latest deals, discounts, reviews and sweepstakes! Has this ever happened to you? You're all ready to sleep, but the moment your head hits your pillow, your mind starts racing - running through the day's events from that disturbing
email you received at 6 p.m.m. to that seemingly harmless comment your friend made about your job. Anxious thoughts have a way of creeping into the worst of times. Time to a relaxing opportunity to relax from the day, but when your mind has other plans, it can feel completely impossible to turn off the loop of anxious thoughts. We talked to health and
wellness expert Dr. Frank Lipman about how to sooth nighttime anxiety and finally fall asleep. Scroll for his expert advice. Prepare your body Sometimes your mind races because your body is not fully ready for power for the night. To prepare both your body and mind for relaxation, Dr Lipman suggests restorative yoga. Choose a pose like Legs up the Wall
to love all the healing and calming effects of yoga without much energy. Simply lie on your back, legs stretched straight against the wall. Your hands can stretch out over your head or set up wherever they feel comfortable. Close your eyes and focus on breathing for a few minutes.  Prepare your mind About 30 minutes to an hour before bedtime, herbs and
supplements can have a gentle calming effect on your mind. Magnesium (300 to 600 mg) is a wonderful calming mineral and can help induce sleep, says Dr Lipman. Also useful are the amino acids L-theanine (100 to 500 mg), 5-HTP (50 to 100 mg), taurine, and GABA, or herbs like lemon balm, passionflower, chamomile, magnolia, and valerian root taken by
package instructions. Try to be well Dr. Frank Lipman's Dream Formula ($44) to get seven of these nutrients in one capsule.  Cut out distractions It's hard to turn off your ruminating thoughts when you're connected to caffeine. If you can't cut caffeine completely, Dr. Lipman recommends switching to yerba mate or matcha green tea, which tend to give a
gentler buzz than coffee. If it's just a hot drink you like, then you can switch to herbal tea or warm water with lemon, says Dr Lipman. And remember that caffeine has a half-life of seven hours, so definitely stay away from caffeine in the afternoon if you want to get a good night's sleep. And cut off from electronics in the evening, too. Even in seemingly
innocolic doses, light can stop melatonin levels rising - which is essential to stimulate sleep and help achieve the deep, invigorating rest your body needs, says Dr Lipman. Going to bed in a holiday-friendly environment can make a difference.  Anne Puhlmann Breathes when you feel these anxious thoughts begin to swell, breathe through it. Dr. Lipman has his
patients hire a 4-7-8 breathing trick to calm the entire nervous system in less than a minute. Here's what to do: 1. Place the tip of your tongue where the back of your upper teeth meets the roof of your mouth.2.    Exhale completely through the mouth, making a whooshing or heaving sound.3    Close your mouth and inhale through your nose for four points.4.  
 Hold your breath by seven points.5.    Exhale through your by eight points.6.    Repeat the cycle four times.  1. Place the tip of the tongue where the back of the upper teeth meets the roof of the mouth.2.    Exhale completely through the mouth, making a whooshing or heaving sound.3    Close your mouth and inhale through your nose for four points.4.    Hold
your breath by seven points.5.    Exhale through the mouth by eight points.6.    Repeat the cycle four times.  Use this technique when at the end of the night anxiety kicks in and whenever something stressful happens. Consider it a natural tranquilizer when internal tensions begin to rise.  Rise. 
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